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AA&J
Warning to Summer Students: Do not
bring your children to class with you!!!
Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Newspaper

It is summer, and working par
ents often must scramble frantically
to en roll their younger children in
daycares, camps, and other activities
to keep them busy while they are still
at work and/or school.For ad the stu
dents at Armstrong who are parents
too, finding someone to sit with the
kids while you are off at school and
work can be a bigger challenge than
you imagined.
Perhaps you can afford daycare
or day long camps, maybe you are

dents do it and no one says anyt
hing think that this is unfair, especially
to them, so maybe your professor in such cases where it is a national
won't mind, or maybe he or she is holiday, but university students
just too polite or too shy to say any have to come to class anyway (take
thing to you. It's just this one time the recent Memorial Day holiday
anyway, what harm could it do? If for example). Most students,
the professor says you can't bring whether parents or not, don't see
your children in the class, you can the harm in parents bringing their
always buy them something at the kids to class on rare occasions, es
cafeteria, let them hang out in the pecially if the children are well be
game room, watch TV. in Studio A, haved, but the average student has
or play on the computers in the li probably had at least one class or
lab where the parent's child was a
brary.

The university reserves the right to request
the removal from campus of any child who
is disrupting or distracting to others.
You tried to take them with you bother or placed the instructor in
lucky enough to have a good sitter
that will stay at home or keep your one Saturday to the main computer an embarrassing situation: take for
kids at their house, but there will lab, but they told you it wasn't al example the physiology instructor
inevitably come a day when the lowed, but you see kids in the caf who had chosen to talk about hu
children get sick, or the sitter is un eteria and library all the time. It man sexuality on the very day a
able to come, and thenwhat are you should be safe. It's just for an hour parent brought her 5 year old to
or two. What other choice do you class, or the Student Activities
to do?
You can't just take off from have? If Armstrong had a day care worker who found a young child
work, and this is the day you have facility, you wouldn't have to feel playing "pool" by swatting a cue
that major exam in a class you are so guilty about bringing your kids ball with a stick in the game room
struggling to pass. You call every to class in the first place.
Like most parents, you prob
one who might sit for you, but ev
ably
didn't know that the univer
eryone is busy.
You could leave the kids home sity system has a policy against
alone, but the last time you did that, parents bringing children to class,
they nearly set fire to the drapes and and that Armstrong has a policy
the oldest one locked the younger about not leaving children under the
one in the closet and tried to stuff age of 14 unattended anywhere on
the dog in the toilet to see if it could campus, even if it is just for an hour.
You probably also didn't know
fit through that little hole at the
bottom... leaving your kids home that if y our young children (under
the age of 14) are found wandering
alone is not an option.
You c ould call in sick to work, on campus, or are caught disturb
but there is still that matter of the ing others, they will be escorted to
the police station, and you will be
major test at school.
You have heard that children tracked down and taken out of your
aren't allowed to come to class with class to come attend to them.
A lot of students with children
parents, but you've seen other stu-
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and another dancing to loud music wishes to be rude to parents who
on top of a table in the cafeteria.
do not follow these rules, parents
In the last week of school, there must understand that alternative arwere two reported cases of children 3^^ —^
child care during the summer ses
wandering "loose on campus witn sion, when public elementary and
no parents to be found. One child junior high schools are out.
threw a rock at a Hawes Hall win
Some possibilities for alterna
dow and broke it, while another tive childcare arrangements are
young male was left alone in the available at Armstrong over the
cafeteria to watch his two younger summer. Dr. Donald Anderson in
siblings who became so bothersome the Sports Center, states that there
that their mother had to be taken out are a number of reasonably priced
of class to take care of them.
day camps at the gym, including,
Vice President of Student Afvolleyball, swimming baseball
fairs, Dr. Joe Buck, was reluctant
'
ea 1
to comment on the situation, but c eerThe
Department of Cultural
stated that parents with children Affairs and Leisure Services Bu
should read page 14 of the Students reau is also offering summer pro
Illustrated which states:
grams at the Southside Park by the
barriers at AASU, and many orga
To ensure safety, unaccompanied
children under the age of 14 are
prohibited on the grounds of the
campus or university facilities.
Children under the direct super

vision of an adult may visit the
campus, but may not attend
classes. Board of Regents' policy
prohibits class attendance by
anyone not reistered for theclass.
The university reserves the right
to request the removal from cam
pus of any child w ho is disrupt
ing or distracting to others.

Concert News and
Events... page 6

nizations offer camp "scholarships '
for those children who's parents are
on a fixed income.
So, whatever you decide to do,

don't bring your children to class with
you, or leave them u nsupervised on
campus. Thecampus will be crowded
enough this summer with the super
vised children attending sports and
educational camps here.
For more information on sports
camps at AASU call: 921-7367, or
contact the Cultural Affairs Office at
651-6417 for summerevents forkids.

AASU Students compete in
the Third Annual Research and
Scholarship competition.
To the left, Stacie O'Connor
puts the finishing touches on her
poster presenting the life and mu
sic of the late Dr. Harry Persse.
For more information, and a
list of the winners, turn to page 8
of this edition of The Inkwell.
Congratulations to all students
who worked so hard to present
their work in the 1997 competi
tion.

Forwarded Funnies/
AASU Events... page 10
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Dear Fellow Students:

<http://www.house.gov/
writerep/>
I am writing to you to en
Senate Members: <http://
courage you to become an ad
www.senate.gov/senator/
vocate for not only yourselves
membmail.htm>
but for all students across the?
nation. Most of you are facing^
3. Write an good old fashioned
significant loan debt upon
letter. I have enclosed a sample
graduation from school. The
letter for you, simply re-type it
prospect of pursuing advanced
and address it with the appropri
education will only add to the
ate name and address as listed
mountain of debt you accumu
lated as an undergraduate and/ on the sample letter.
or graduate-professional stu
dent. Depending on the type of If you have any questions re
loan(s) you took out and the in garding this issue please contact
terest rate on various loans, you me at 927-5271, or e-mail at
are looking at thousands of dol GSCC@mailgate.armstrong.edu
lars of interest accumulating
each year.
Sincerely,
Today you have a unique
opportunity to influence legisla
Kevin M. Lynch
tion that will help you reduce the
Graduate
Assistant
debt you face throughout repay
ment of your student loans. The
House Ways and Means, and the
Senate Finance Committee will, Sample Letter
in the next week or two, consider
the tax provisions for inclusion
in the budget reconciliation bill.
I implore you to write each of
our state senators, the represen
tative from your home districts,
and most importantly Represen
tative Bill Archer (RTX), Chair
man of the House Ways and
Means Committee, and Senator
Bill Roth (R-DE), Chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee,
to request inclusion of an "above
the line" student loan interest
deduction provision in the bud
get reconciliation bill. An
"above the line" deduction
means that the interest you have
paid on your student loans over
the course of a year could be
deducted from your taxable in
come before taxes regardless of
whether you itemize deductions.
This is the first time in over
ten years that there has been a
better than average chance of re
storing the student loan interest
deduction, which was elimi
nated with deductibility of all
consumer debt in the Tax Re
form Act of 1986. Please take a
moment to write to members
from your state, the Committee
Chairmen and any committee
members who may also be from
your state (I have that list if you
need it). It is vitally important
that they hear from you as soon
as possible. It could save you
thousands of dollars. You have
a few options at your fingertips:
1. Call the TOLL FREE Student
Aid Hotline at 1(800) 5744AID. This number connects
you directly to the Congres
sional Switchboard.

2. E-mail Constituent E-mail
Services: House Members:

The Honorable MEMBER'S
NAME/Chairman Roth/Chairman
Archer United States Senate/United
States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20510 (senate
zip) or 20515 (house zip)
Dear Senator/Congressman/Chairman
Roth and Archer:
I a m writing to you to request that
you include an "above the line" student
loan interest deduction in the budget
reconciliation bill that your committee
will consider in the next week or two.
The student loan interest deduction will
primarily benefit low- and middle-income, and disadvantaged students and
families who have to borrow to finance
higher education. A student loan in
terest deduction would be especially
important in the early years following
graduation when income is tradition
ally low and debt is often high.
The 1986 tax reform law phased out
the deduction for interest on consumer
debt, including interest paid on student
loans for education. Since that time,
the number of students who finance
their education through student loans
has dramatically increased. In fact, at
Armstrong Atlantic State University,
more than 80% of currently enrolled
graduate students are financing their
eduction through loans. Nationwide, in
1986, 3.5 million subsidized Stafford
loans were authorized. By 1996, that
number reached 4.7 million loans, a 33
percent increase. With the rising cost
of education, graduating students and
families need relief now. Please encour
age your colleagues, that this "above
the line" student loan interest deduc
tion is an important debteasing educ
tion tax incentive that was pledged to
the American people.
The deduction provides a compre
hensive approach to support students
and families. I believe that restoration
of a s tudent loan interest deduction is
consistent with the desire of the Presi
dent and the Congress to promote
higher education as well as to enhance
the productivity of the nation. Includ
ing this provision would be a critical
step the government could take to as
sist individuals with high student loan
debt like me. I appreciate your efforts
to make college affordable and to cre
ate a more equitable tax system.
Sincerely,
YOUR NAME
Graduate Student
Armstrong Atlantic State University

To: InkWell,
Funny!
Thanks for the article "Why did
the chicken cross the road?" in
the May 22, 1997 issue of "The
Inkwell"!
That's the funniest thing I have
read in a long time! I have
shown it to several people here
in our building!
Thanks,
Becky Smith
Academic &
Enrollment

Don't forget toforward
us your funnies, letters,
opinions, upcoming
events and ideas via email. If you don't have
a home computer, you
can sign up for a free
pirate's e-mail account
at the computing center.

From the editor,
Hi, guys! Yes weare here for
the summer, and if all goes well
we'll be publishing 3 issues, in
cluding this one. The dates of
publication are June 19, July 3,
and July 31. The deadline for
each issue is two weeks in ad
vance of publication; that gives
us time to put it all together and
ship it off to our publishers in
Waynesboro.
We nearly lost this edition
when your ever curious editor
tried to import a graphic that
took up too much memory and
wouldn't allow us to delete it
without crashing the entire pro
gram. After 6 hours and multiple
conversations with coriiputer
"experts" who offered various
unsuccessful solutions, we fi
nally managed to retrieve an ear
lier version and swap it onto an
other computer, hooray!!!!
We're still short on person
power, so if you are interested
in doing some typing, contact
ing advertisers, writing, or col
lecting information, we've got a
job for you. We might even be
able to pay you... come by and
see us.

Weird Diets

The Inkwell is planning on publishing an
upcoming article on diets and weight loss/
gain. If you have tried any odd diets or
weight programs to help you lose fat,
build muscle, ortone body parts, we want
to hear from you. We'll take silly to seri
ous input, so e-mail us at http://
www.inkwell @ mailgate.armstrong.edu,
or call 927-5351, or drop by the office in
room 202 of the MCC - just follow the
smell of burning tar and cigarettes....

A r m s t r o n g At l a n t i c
State Uniuersity
1 1 9 3 5 Aberc orn S t r e e t
S a u a n n a h , GR 3 1 4 1 9
(912)927-5351
FHK 9 2 1 - 5 4 9 7
e-mail: inkuiell@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
BJ English
editor
Dauld Bouiman
Sports Editor
Staff Writers
Natalie Brooks
Lara Busby
J Dion C ouch
Radha Narayanan
Heather Whitley
Rnslee Willett
Contributing Writers
Dimitrii Graham
Lauretta Hannon
Photos by
Gail Brannen,
SPS a n d I n k w e l l S t a f f
fll Harris
aduisor
The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be
subscribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written or
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lication must be signed and a phone
number should be provided for veri
fication purposes. Names will be
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not neces
sarily express the opinions of anyone
other than the person who has written
them and are not to be taken as a reflec
tion upon the views of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.

public relations page
Women &
Success in the
Workplace &
Beyond:
An Interview with
Sara Connor
by Lauretta Hannon,
director of university
relations
Sara
Connor uas
has ao im
lot of
oara cuiuioi
vu interesting knowledge and insight
ctKnnt wnmpn
about
women and their success,
In 1995 she was named National
Business Woman of the Year by
the
American
Business
Women's Association. Connor,
assistant vice president for academic affairs at AASU, was one
of 1,700 nominees. As you will
see, Connor knows her subject
well.

What advice would you give to

June 19,1997
better understanding of the opportunities and the obstacles that
women from all walks of life
face. I also gained an apprecia
tion for how far we have come.

hard time relating to women
who don't support other women
or women's efforts at equality.
We've just got to stop the lack
of support in our own ranks.
Many men are more supportive
What do you think are some of women's success than some
of the difficulties today's of the women I know.

Page 3

and inspired. The operative
word is choose. I choose to be a
happy person. I sincerely believe
that I can choose to have a great
deal of control over my emo
tions, motivation, and attitude.

What advice would you give
an older student who is
business woman faces? What
embarking on a new career
are some of the opportunities
As
for
op
portunities
that
women
after graduation?
women should seize?
should seize, I think no matter

Your timing is perfect!
you are
are on
on the
ladder, the Connor:
Connor: One of the less obvi- where
me muuu
™Saviors and
where you
ous difficulties is the lack of re- opportunity to help another
spect and support for women woman should be a high prior
from other women. This really ity. It always comes back to you.
bothered me when I fully real I would also try not to pass up
Lauretta Hannon
ized that it wasn't just a few iso the opportunity to learn some
women fail to realize that the lated cases but was truly perva thing new. If you're lucky
by a sive.
same behavior
uciwviui exhibited "j
give, Understanding
unaersianumg why enough to find someone who is
woman versus a man may be doesn>t make t0o much easier wjUing to mentor you, nothing
nprrpivp.d
nn/>ont
Hnp.s m
ake it js Uatto
perceived finite
quite differently. tQ acce
pt, Kiit
but it does
make
better.
Many people want women to be easjer t0 try to change. Women,
truly the "opposite" sex. Unfor- ancj men t00 for that matter, have You have already achieved a
great deal
gicai
UVHI vof* success. How
# do
tunately,
most
that one been taught
l u u w w . ^ ,- - - - - qualities
J
l U U L l i l through religious,
c
you stay focused and inspired?
WOuld associate with masculin- pSyChological, and other writjty are also those associated with jngs t0 vjew women as inferior Connor: I choose to stayfocused
leadership. A man may be said and t0 even view aggressive or
to pay attention to details; a jntellectual women as abnormal,
woman with the same behavior you onjy bave to read a little bit
will be thought of as picky, and
preucj or Maslow to get this
so on... On the one hand, you pjcture. Society in many cases
haye tQ be aware of how you bas rewarded women who were

di™

bSJ/ may be perceived if you step
/Mitci/^o of
r*f the
tKf* ffemale
p.malft box,
nox. but
outside
you also can't be afraid some
Connor: Examine your own one is going to think you're too
beliefs. Don't let doubts about bossy, too forward, too mascu
your own abilities become self- line, or the "opposite" of what
fulfilling prophecies. Develop
the most optimistic viewpoint they think you should be. I know
possible. Part of being an in my case that many people,
male
optimist
upiiuuai is
io aattributing
iuiuu,...6 setbacks
—
umic and
anu female,
iwi-u., think
— that I m
to temporary rather than to t00 forward. I probably am, but
permanent causes. If youi>mnot sure they would judge a

..
i jo
professional/career world?

couTse, don'TalloTyourself to
think it is because of a personal
deficiency. Optimists know that
vWplnn skills
they can develop
skills to
to help
help
them master challenges,
Celebrate being a woman; act
like a winner. Who would you
hire: a confident, self-assured
woman or an unhappy one who
viewed herself as a second class
citizen?

of lheir loWer sued:ing. tIf( you
..»« kaliair<»
u/nmfti
believe thut
that women
are from an oppressed group,
research shows that members of
oppressed groups typically place
little value on their own group
members' worth. I still hear
about women who won't vote
for a female candidate or won t
go to a female doctor. They sim| believe that females are not

male in the same way.

as good.

Any suggestions for someone ^ different situation exists with
who is interested in making a another group of. women. These
career change.

What are some common
mistakes women make in the
professional arena?
Connor: Not understanding or
appreciating the opportunities
that are available. Many women
fail to understand the history of
the women's movement in this
country and the plight of women
in other parts of the world. For
women who don't have this
knowledge, it becomes more dif
ficult to see opportunities or to
overcome barriers — you can't
crack the glass ceiling if you
don't know its there.

Connor: Go for it. Don't wait
for others to make it happen. In
assertiveness theory, analogies
are used like 'don't be a brides
maid, be a bride'. That language
is perhaps too gender specific,
but it simply means don't sit
back and watch others succeed,
Set lots of short range goals. As
complete a few, you'll feel
*nergized Make sure they are
own goais _ not your par^
spouse's.

Another problem occurs when

What was it like being
National Business Woman of
the Year?
Connor: It was a great expertence Better than I could have
mned It gave me a unique
issues with people all over the
Sy.1 thtak I gained a much

women are high achievers and
are in key positions in the busi
ness world, and they simply
won't help other women. They
believe they are where they are
solely
„— because of their own efforts and abilities. They fail to
realize that without the women s
movement, they would have had
little chance to be where they are
today. They are strong antifeminists because they don't want to
make it any easier for other
women. I used to have some
fairly warped beliefs in this area
myseif j tended not to like the
radical
your face" feminists,
s0 j cbose not to identify with

by
being sought
sought by
qualities being
businesses are the ones that
come naturally to females.
Network, network, network.
Join
other
women
in
professional organizations or
civic activities. Read Stephen
Covey's The Seven Habits of
highly Effective People. It can
be a life changing book.

Anything else you'd like to
add?
Connor: Thanks, I've said too
much already!

The Internet:
Frustrating and
Fascinating

By Radha Narayanan
I am sure that most of you
have tried the internet at least
o n c e in your life. Many of you
are probably fascinated by it
like I am. There are so many
features in the internet and the
r,^cciv.;iitips
to be
be end
endpossibilities seem
seem to
less. It is fun to surf the
internet when you are bored.
You are always finding some
thing new every time you
surf.

At other times, it can be
frustrating when you are
looking for a specific subject
and can't seem to find any
thing related to your search.
[Ever type in a search for
something serious like the
mating habits of Penguins and
get a list of hockey teams,
kids web page sites, and half
a dozen specialty gift item
stores that want to sell you a
glow-in-the dark penguin
them at all. After I started doing night light?]
The main search engines
research on the women s moveare Yahoo!, Excite!, Infoseek,
ment, I realized that I was
wrong. While I ail. <W. like Lyco"s, and WebCrawler.
Sometimes I laugh at some of
the tenn -feminist . or some of
the mom mdical views, I have a

the totally unrelated things
that show up when I type in a
subject to search. Of course,
it is no problem to sort
through and find the relevant
ones, but it can be time con
suming.
Overall, I like the internet
and it is a good idea. Even
though the search engines are
frustrating, most of the infor
mation is useful. Surfing the
internet also can help you find
some information you are in
terested in learning more
about, but didn't expect to
find. [Perhaps even the loca
tion of an old friend you
haven't heard from in years.]
The best part of the
internet is that it is so easy to
use. Even a computer novice
can just click and start surf
ing. Of course, creating your
own web page is a totally dif
ferent story. So, if you haven't
tried the internet yet, make
your way to the library where
the surfing is free. All you
have to do is click and you'll
be on your way to cyberspace.
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said that "it is very uncomfort thin people never eat. Many ste
able. Even though I don't be reotypes are simple generaliza
lieve there should be division tions; however, no one wants to
between people because of skin be judged by their appearances,
color, it is hard to ignore because hobbies, or job descriptions
it is so obvious. It feels like there When stereotypes are allowed to
is an unwritten rule that says perpetuate, the divisions be
By Dimitrii Graham
black and white people can't tween people become stronger.
We should not fear diver
mix." Even those students who
uncivilized."
Amember
from
the
One day the earth was in
sity;
we should EMBRACE it.
darker
group
said,
"No,
they
will
notice
the
separation
do
not
con
vaded by a g roup of aliens. The
It
is
diversity that makes our
sider it racism. One student
aliens wanted to collect a group only take over your world and
shared
American culture great.
stated that" it is easier to make
of human beings in order to cre destroy it." The aliens looked at By Lara Busby
And
the
beauty of college is the
friends with the people who are
ate a perfect society. They saw them with confusion and sad
exposure
we get to things we
Racism
is
the
assumption
that
most like you, it has more to do
earth and found it to be a very ness. They said, "We camefrom
have
never
experienced. That is
traits
and
capacities
are
de
with being afraid of rejection
diverse group of life forms. They a peaceful and harmonious life.
termined
by
biological
race,
how
we
grow.
In order to fully
than it does with race."
saw black, white, brown, yellow, There are no differences be
and
that
the
races
are
deci
experience
our
college years,we
So what is racism? We have
and many shades in between. tween us, only diversity which
sively
different
from
one
an
have
to
reach
out
and grab the
seen the actual definition, but
The aliens thought that this was we embrace. Of all the qualities
other and is often coupled
exactly what a perfect world that attracted us to you, the most with a belief in the superior what does it feel like? Many stu world around us. It is a wonder
dents do not consider them ful thing to cherish our friends
important was your capacity to
would need.
ity of a particular race.
selves racists because they have from high school. However, it is
love
each
other.
We
now
see
that
Now, bec ause of this great
black/white friends. However so important that we give every
opportunity, the humans began inside you do not feel this way.
Why
is
it
that
today,
after
all
some of these same students did one an equal chance. By allow
to wonder who would be cho We also saw your capacity to
the
effort
to
break
away
from
the
admit that they participated in ing ourselves to meet people
sen. There were many who as grow and learn and respect. But
beliefs
of
the
"old
south",
there
conversations that would be "in who are different than we are,
sumed that they should be cho you do none of these things. We
is
still
such
a
large
separation
appropriate" around people of including skin color, we reapthe
sen for the perfect society. Many see that you do not know what
between
blacks
and
whites
in
another race. It seems like the rewards of equality.
arguments broke out. Those of it means to be people who are
It is not easy to break away
one group argued that they sharing a planet. Wecan not take Savannah, as evidenced on the overall feeling is that the word
from
old habits. And this is not
Armstrong
campus?
As
students
racist
is
too
strong.
Many
people
any
of
you
with
us.
With
that,
would be chosen because, like
approaching
the
year
2000,
a
suggestion
to dump all of your
associate
the
word
with
violent
the
humans
looked
at
each
other
one of the aliens, they had
shouldn't
we
be
able
to
say
that
friends
and
go
looking for new
acts
against
another
race
of
straight hair and blue eyes. They with great thought. Finally one
we
are
completely
free
of
the
ones.
However,
we all have at
people. However, violent racists
said that this would make them reached out and hugged the
racism
that
existed
in
the
days
least
one
thing
in
common, and
are just the extreme. Racism
part of the chosen few. Another other, and soon they were all
of
past
generations?
that
is
our
education.
In a way
shows itself in other ways, es
group argued that some of the crying.
Maybe
we
are
free
of
the
we
are
all
neighbor
s
.
So
thenext
pecially through stereotypes.
In all of life, our purposehas
aliens had big hands and surely
blatant
racism
that
let
itself
be
time
that
you
need
the
time
of
Stereotypes are' labdf£ that ev
they would be chosen. More and been to live, learn, grdw, lov e,
known,
but
now
we
face
a
dif
eryone has to deal with. And day, a pencil, or a quarter, ask
more groups argued that they and respect ourselves as well as
ferent
kind
of
racism.
That
is
the
many people do not intend for your neighbor, no matter what
should be chosen. Fighting others. When we fail to nurture
that
is
concealed
within
racism
stereotypes
to be hurtful. For ex their race or color. Even if they
broke out among the groups that these qualities, we lose what it
the individual. It seems that in ample, assuming that a tall per reject you, you will know in
resulted in losses. One of the means to be called human.
today's society, people are will son plays basketball is a stereo your heart that you are trying to
aliens approached them and Should the color of a man's skin
ing to accept the fact that all type. Another stereotype is that reach out and make a difference,
asked, "Why do you harm your have any affect on the way he is
people are equal, no matter what blonde girls are dumb, or that and that feels very good.
selves in this way?" The people treated? Does a little or more
their gender or color may be.
replied, "Because we thought skin pigmentation make that
They will share a classroom and
you wanted the best there is." A much of a difference? All of life
a workplace, but they won't sit
member from the lighter group is rich in diversity; that is what
down to eat together. People
said, "We are far better; they are makes us so unique.
have died for Civil Rights, and,
for the most part, equality has
been achieved. However, the
separatism still exists. A true
victory for equality is the
friendship that is based on the
individual, not on skin color.
Before we can truly exist as
WHAT: free information sessions for adults
equals, we have to get to know
considering entering college. Topics include ad
each other, inside as well asout
missions procedures, financial aid, degree of side. Integrated is not the word
ferings, academic support services, and that comes to mind when I walk
into the campus cafeteria. In the
evening/weekend programs.
lunch room, each table seats
black students or whitestudents,
WHEN:
Ttiesday, July 8,1997
and rarely do the two sit down
together. Interestingly, when in
6:00-8:00 P.M.
terviewed, several students who
are from Savannahsaid that they
WHERE:
Gamble Hall, AASU
had not noticed this division.
However, students from other
parts of the country noticed it
CONTACT: To register: call 921-5626.
immediately. One girl said that
she found the separatism on
Okefenokee Joe, with Rattlesnake at his feet, captivates the audience.
campus to be "disgusting." She

What
Alien Behavior: Is Civili
Does Skin
zation Really that Civil? Have to do
With it?

Adults Back to College

_
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Ami Procrastination

Just Don't Do it

by Natalie Brooks

how scared or ill at ease a per why the service is provided. The
escort service is for those desir By Anslee Willett
Public Safety: "Armstrong son is, these questions will be ing a secure person to walk with
asked, and, if service is desired,
solved and the paper is in your
Public Safety."
I do it even when I try not to
or give a ride to, around cam
thankful hands. Almost a cause
eventually
answered.
AASU Student: "Hi, my name
pus. Persons with crutches or do it. Even when I promise my
Armstrong's
public
saftey
is
for celebration.
is Jane Doe. I was wondering if
heavy equipment (this is mainly self that I won't do it, I do it any
Maybe this need for procras
I could get an escort to my car required by the state to obtain for faculty), or persons leaving way. Procrastination.
tination is just a phase. I doubt
from Health Professions to the the information printed on the late from class or their office, are
It must happen to others as
response
card.
(A
sample
card
it. Maybe there is a certain rap
big parking lot in the back."
happily escorted for their safety well. I can'fbe the only one who
is
shown
below)
Public
safety
ture of having pressure to com
Public Safety: "Okay ma'am,
has been cursed with the pro
and peace of mind.
is
not
required
to
provide
the
plete a task - a challenging of
can I have your name again?"
Because the service is not crastination bug. And it has to
escort
service.
It
is
done
by
myself to see if the task can be
AASU Student: "Sure, Jane
be a curse because I know that I
Armstrong's Public Safety for required, it takes second seat to
completed in the little amount of
Doe...D-0-E."
the other priorities of public wouldn't choose to live this way.
time that is left. Maybe this is
Public Safety: "And what is the students and faculty to use safety. Such priorities include Would I?
if they desire a safe companion
why I've chosen to pursue a ca
your phone number?"
I can't deny my procrastina
the patrolling of traffic and park
to
walk
them
to
or
drive
them
to
reer in journalism where dead
AASU Student: "I am at ex
tion tendencies. It's almost as if
their vehicle or place of desti ing, and to the shutting down of
lines will be as common as eat
tension 1-9-7-3."
I thrive under pressure. By wait
nation. If the information is not Armstrong at the end of the day.
ing, showering, and walking my
Public Safety: "No ma'am, I
ing until the day before a paper
obtained while receiving the re Unless there exists a dire threat
mean your home phone num
is due, I know that I must sit dog.
I can't be alone in my procrasquest over the telephone, the to a person, the escort will ar
ber?"
rive to assist the person as soon down and write it. No goofing
caller
can
wait
and
give
the
in
AASU Student: "My home
formation when the escort ar as they can. There are only
number?...It's 7-7-7-9-3-1-1.
three fulltime patrollers for Picture it: Even though the paper was
Public Safety: "What is you rives. "It is not a taxi public safety, so some delay is
completed early, you wait to print it
service...we do this because we
home address?"
care," says Capt. Lyons, the expected. Capt. Lyons went on minutes before you leave for class and
AASU Student: "What?!"
Head of Public Safety. Lyons to state that unnecessary delay
went on to recommend that the in service, like twenty minutes, "printer error" appears on the screen as
If you ever have to call for
should be reported to him. Any
if to say "I told you so
an escort while on Armstrong, service not be abused.
Calling a day ahead to have suggestions should also be re
expect to have those questions
use of a public safety vehicle as ported to him - he has an open off allowed No wallowing in tination. The day papers are due,
and questions of your location
a taxi to and from class, is not door policy.
undeveloped thoughts. Only especially the ones that have to
posed towards you. No matter
enough time to do what is nec- be at least 7 or so pages, I take
essary, which is to write, write, note of my surroundings - of the

ID

Offracfs a C
in Sotrfhside

'

)

WOf

course, I don't always wait
until the day before to write paC n ers Eve actually started a few
papers early - days before their
due date But by doing so, I tend

walking zombies who were stu

dents the day before -^wjhey

just nod and scuffle out the doo
when class is over. Could t be
they, too, were up writing the
papers until those "dlc"lous

lucky enough to meet someone like chance to leave him alone."
Very few children showed any
Okefenokee Joe when they were
fear of the snakes. Only one young
little. As for me, I met up with my
boy had to be comforted, and by the begsfoTexcessiveness. At least dopey psychic »dven,sements?
brother and his two snake collecting
end of the talk, he seem ed perfectly i, does for me. Or maybe I just Or is it just a bad day IfoIhenK
friends who held me down and
adapted to accepting snakes as ben wish by some amazing force that There are, of course, students
rubbed a king snake all over me until
I was able to complete papers who appear on these days as they
I stopped screaming, "Get that cold eficial additions to nature.
At the en d of the show, many
slimy thing off me!" and realized that
days before their due date. alwaysdo.Why they don't want
children wanted to touch the snakes
to join in with the procrastina
snakes were both warm and had a
but weren't allowed to do so. Not
skin texture not that different from
M
because Joe thought the snakes would
M ^ocras,ina.ion curse has .ion bug (is ,,
my own.
.
hurt the k ids, but be cause the ki ds backfired a few times, caustng and fund,on on a few hours of
My brother and his friends
might hurt the snakes. It s eems that
taught me that snake* weren't the evil
severe anxiety. Picture it: Even s,ee£ Wen a u .
during the outdoor event, well mean
creatures that horror movies and the
Andno
^ J>
s
ing adult helpers had sprayed the chil though.hepaperwascomple.ed
uneducated public made them out to
^
^ j
dren with OFF® bug repellent, which earlier, you wan to prtnt ..15 nam w«h
be Such was the case presented by
is as toxic to snakes as it is bugs and
who would have us believe that
Okefenokee Joe at a packed outdoor
didn't compiete and mat. my
snakes are inherently evil, television
humans.
auditorium that attracted a s many
Maybe
the
adults
should
have
shows that try to frighten us into be
c * o\/ "T tnlrl taxes in until two days before
parents as kids. Joe brought out poi
been paying as much attention to
lieving that snakesare actively stalk
^ "laditne. And , didn't even
sonous and nonpoisonous snakes to
ing us to seekrevenge, or perhaps our show the audience, which listened Okefenokee Joe's message of living
in harmony with nature a s the kids when the printer error is re- owe money.
fears stem from watching parents and
intently to the message: "Snakes
care givers go silly mad that an anole don't want to hurt you. If you le ave did. Oh well, in any event, the Kids
If you are a procrastinator yourself, and you have access to a
will attack and devour them as they them alone, they won't bother you. Nite Out e vent in the park proved
very successful, and led some adult
are sitting unsuspectingly on the toicomputer, you've probably spent many an hour playing games,
Joe went on to say that m ost
students to suggest that the school
let.
chatting,'or surfing the internet for something ^Z've
snake bites occur when people are not
It se ems that humans have di paying attention, or are trying to kill drop the profanity laden, unfunny co
keep you entertained in between bouts of real work. We
vided animals up into categories the or capture a snake when they should median acts and use student activity
listed two of our favorite procrasinator s sites below: both
funds to sponsor an "Adults Nite
same way they do other people.
just leave it alone.
Out"
program
where
adults
could
Crows are thiev es, horses majestic,
sites begin with http://www.
He pointed to the rattle on the
mules stupid, insects a pestilence,and diamond back's tail, "he uses this learn interesting t hings and partici
visi.com/-dheaton/bride/dear_weddingJady.html
snakes... snakes are sneaky, evil crea rattle to warn people and animals not pate in fun events thatthey might be
geocities.com/SouthBeach/1915/mdex.html
tures to be feared by anyone in their to step on him. Ifhe was mean, he d too embarrassed to participate in on
their own. Any suggestions?
"right" senses.
just bite you, but he gives you a
Some people might have been

By BJ English
"The only good snake is a dead
snake!" "Snakes are evil. God pun
ished snakes by making them crawl
on their bellies."
No doubt you've heard similar
remarks about a variety o f reptiles
that would generally like to have as
little to do with you, as you would
with them.
What is it about snakes and in
sects that makes us want t o run in
horror for the nearest axe, hoe, orcan

concert news and entertainment
Students
Really Do
Win At
AASUm
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Congratulations to the following
students for winning free con
cert tickets. Look for future
giveaways sponsored by the
INKWELL, the Campus Union
Board and your Student Activi
ties office!
Tasha Oatis - Bill Cosby tickets
Sandy Remy - $25 Gift
Certificate
Deon Smith -112 tickets
Shannon Cox - $25 Gift
Certificate
Adrianne Cain -112 tickets
Todd Woodruff - Cracker
tickets
Nick Bacich - Wallflowers

The featured line-up on this leg
of the tour includes: SPONGE,
THE NIXONS, REVEREND
HORTON HEAT, BLOOD
HOUND GANG, TREADMILL
TRACKSTAR, SEVENDUST,
PUZZLE GUT, SEX POD,
CATFISH, and GLASSPACK.

differnt slant from these wild
Philly boys await. Their latest
rn One Fierce Beer Coaster
features the radio smash "Firewater Burn" which they claim
was "100 percent inspired by
Weezer". This band is sure to
be a crowd pleaser live as they
have been known to "Throw
darts at Jared's back onstage,
Then he'll drink two big
Slushees and throw 'em up and
drink 'em again". But even
more important than Bloodhound Gang's mission to bring
the entertainment is their sworn
oath to offen all. Jimmy - who
names The Howard Stern Show
as a key influence - explains,
"We try to hurt everyone's feel
ings; it makes us feel better
about ourselves."

Roundhouse is covered - bring
a lawn chair. Coolers are not
permitted, there are several concession stands on site. The
Roundhouse is located at 601
West Harris Street, next to the
Savannah Visitor's Center and
one block from the Civic Cen
ter (see map).

tickets
Vanessa Stofan - Cracker tickets
SPONGE - Riding high on the
Jason Bendova - Wallflowers
success of their platinum selling
Look elsewhere in this issue for
tickets
1994 debut Rotting Pinata the
the entry form to win FREE
Glenn Thornton - Charlie
band released its seconded Wax
TICKETS - courtesy of the INKDaniels tickets
Ecstatic which is still receiving
WELL and Live Oak Concerts!
Mike Oakes - Charlie Daniels
substantial airplay. The Detroitbred lineup with infectious sons
*************************
tickets
like "Plowed" and "Molly
MTV Buzz clip airplay, and
Soon to be announced will be
sweaty, energetic live shows will
winners of Cracker tickets and headline the show. "Have You
CHARLIE DANIELS
R.O .A.R. tour tickets (look for Seen Mary" is the latest single
PLAYS THE ROUND
Inkwell entry form). If there is that fans will look forward to
HOUSE
a show in town and you think hearing live.
we should get tickets to give
Other acts to perform include By J. Dion Couch
away let Bev know at 5351 or REVEREND HORTON HEAT SEVENDUST who has recently
has never been about fancy performed at theZoo inSavannah, Charlie Daniels brought his
Dion at 5300!
knob-twiddling or production TREADMILL TRACKSTAR country rock act back to Savancalisthenics; it's been about raw who hasdrawn considerableatten- nah Sundav June 1st to a crowd
energy and sound....LIVE, tion opening for Hootie & the of about 1,500. Saving "Devil
We' re talking fast, reverbed-out Blowfish, Matthew Sweet, Edwin Went Down t0 Georgia" for his
guitar, stand-up bass slapped McCain & Cravin Melon; rousing encore, Charlie blasted
silly and drums pounded to PUZZLE GUT, CATFISH, SEX throuI his h '
. „ ha]f _
within an inch of tlreirexisience poD and more round out the bill. pIayi„gg seyera| favoriBS
- - all of which somehow man
age to meld together into the Tickets for the R.O.A.R. tour ing one of mine, "Long Haired
Rev's custom blend of can be picked up in Savannah at Country Boy". Daniels evenly
psychobilly madness.
the Roundhouse, Portmans Mu split playing time between in
The R.O.A.R. tour will take over
sic, 606 Cafe, Silly Mads CD, struments, with guitar the first
Savannah's Historic
Round- THE NIXONS after the success both Coach's Comers; in Hilton half of the concert and fiddle for
,
,
T
house on Tuesday July 1st! This of their debut cd> "Foma" with Head at Jacks Music, on Tybee the last half.
ten bands in ten hour festival is its great single "Sister" have fol- at Fannies on the Beach, in
sure to be a huge success! Two lowed it up with the recently re- Brunswick at Portman's Music; The Double Diamond Band
stages, an entire day of music leased, self titled "Nixons" cd. jn Richmond Hill at the Shore's °Pened the show and were folAND multi-media interactive The first song garnering airplay Piggly Wiggley; in Statesboro at lowed by the incomparable JunThe Emporioum and in ior Brown. Junior plays his
activities in the Lifestyles Expe IS "Baton Rouge".
Hinesville at the MusiComer. "Guit-steel" a hybrid Fender
rience Village. What more could
BLOODHOUND GANG - Real Tickets are $10 in advance and guitar and steel guitar combo.
you ask? R. O. A. R. stands for
,
.
,
Revelation of Al.etnative S"1?? ** be'ng played and a $15 at the door - cash only He is able to pick away on the
.„ .
real drummer is bashing cym- please. Doors open at lpm. guitar part, then reach down and
Rhythms and it will give you a ba,s Anew sound and a whole
This event is rain or shine - the grab his bar and slide away on
variety of quality rock acts.

the steel. Halfway through his
set he played his big hit "High
way Patrol" which put the crowd
on their feet. His last two songs
were instrumentals, "Pipeline"
and "Secret Agent Man".
While the threat of rain might
have kept people away - even
though the Roundhouse is cov
ered - those who attended were
very satisfied. "Midnight" star
Paul Hipp and the movie's
screenwriter John Lee Hancock
took a break from filming and
came to enjoy the show. Future
events coming to the Round
house include the R.O.A.R. tour
on July 1, JUPITER COYOTE
and 6 bands on July 5th, and on
August 3rd TONIC appearing
with the VERVE PIPE and
KATIE'S CHOICE. Stay tuned
to the INKWELL for more de
tails and as always FREE
TICKET GIVEAWAYS!!!

ANY TOUR CAN
ROCK
THIS ONE
R.O.A.R.S!!!

Photographer Bart Young
Photographs Charlie Daniels at

SPS

let's get candid
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ctmnaprs" show at the AASU Kid's
iSSSftaMthSSv af theVaSc and Recreation Center on campus in May.

Dean Adams holds up AASU gold club covers as Do But
ler looks on during Adams' retirement party in the MCC.

PastSGA members Pam Aubrey. Jo Lloyd and Sean Conno.y congratuaK Lone Williaam
on earning the Silver A Award.

Co-Homecoming Queen Latisa Kennedy shows hei^sch
at AASU Night at Grayson Stadium with the Sand

p

Tired Tykes take a break from Treasure Hunting

June 19, 1997

Information provided by
Sarah Metzgar

Richard Wallace); Relative Rate
studies of Nitrile Oxide Cycloadditions- Michael McCutcheon, (faculty advisor Richard Wallace); Use of Guided
Participation and Distraction
for Gognitively Acquired
AquaphobiaKathleen
DeCamp, (faculty advisor Keith
Douglass); Recreating the Early
18th Century Communities of
Fort Frederica and DarienMandi Johnson (faculty advisor
Anne Yentsch); An Evolutionary Analysis of Mate Choice in
a Modern Indian PopulationJohn Brog-don, Bonnie Craven,
Ramona Harmon, Rebecca Jackson, Laura Phillips, Benito
Taruffi, and John Teel (faculty
advisor Deborah Walker).
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How would you like to be
paid for your research work at
Armstrong? Imagine spending
24 hours or more a week for ten
to twenty weeks, researching a
project, taking your weekends
off to go slogging through the
marsh in search of your elusive
prey, or interviewing countless
numbers of people about their
opinions on what constitutes attractiveness in human faces.
Most research students at
Armstrong will never get the
chance to share their work with
anyone other than their instructor. To the dedicated student, this
is somewhat like Leonardo
These students are all smiles after winning $100 scholarships tor their ettorts.
DaVincci painting the Mona
Women At Work
Lisa for an art class, only to have
by Tamara Jones
the instructor grade it and store
it away in a cabinet to insure that
My friend, who had been a person
nel director for a major company for
future students do not try to pass
years, and now is a consultant in the
the work off as their own.
field, gave me some examples of how
people lose out on jobs because of
Three years ago the AASU
how they come across in personal
Research and Scholarship com
interviews.
mittee in conjunction with the
The first thing an experienced
interviewer will note is dress and
SGA, began providing students
grooming. Even if the company has
with an outlet for their efforts in
"casual Fridays" or a relaxed dress
the form of a Student Research
code, when you tum up for your
interview, you should look like the
Exhibit, known also as a
kind of person the company won't try
"poster" competition, in which
to hide in the storeroom when the
clients come in.
students display their research
Also, be clean. "I'm sure most peo
projects and results on large ea
ple I've seen shower every day, but
many of them don't wash their hair
sels for all to see.
often enough. Also, wear a deodorant
This year's competition at
and watch out for bad breath. People
tracted over 30 students from
who may have to work with you
won't appreciate your presence if
such areas as Health Profes
they find it offensive."
sions, Biology, Chemistry and
Another factor that counts against
Sean
Connolly,
a
graduating
senior
in
biology,
is
either
explaining
to
'jj^^Qiarship
awards,
Physics, Psychology, History
you is lack of interest in the compa
small the grass shrimp were, or how close he came to winning one of the $100 scholarsnip aw
ny. "You are right to ask about your
Art and Music, and more.
benefits and work conditions should
Topics ranged from dietary
you be hired. But you should also be
asking how the company operates.
affects in rats to the influence of
What does it produce? How large is
salinity changes in oxygen con
it? What is its history?
sumption in grass shrimp.
A third factor is facial expression.
"You can't always have a smile on
There was something there
your face. But a perpetual scowl isn't
for everyone, including a few
something others would want to look
topics that the general public had
at all day. If you look sour, it some
how affects the atmosphere around
a difficult time trying to under
you. Keep a bright, interested look
stand.
on your face. In other words, look as
Six research topics were
if you'll brighten a room when you
enter; not when you leave."
chosen to receive $100 awards:
Finally, you may want "elaborate"
Effects of Facial Expression on
on what you've written in your
resume, but don't do so until you're
the Judgements of Physical At
asked for any comments you might
tractiveness- Trish Ferro and
have about your work record or any
Sandy Ramey (faculty advisor
thing else. And, don't tell tales about
former bosses or co-workers. No one
Stephen Taylor); An Improved
wants to hire someone who may do
Method for the Preparation of
that to them someday.
Oppolzer's Camphor-sultam© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc.
BSN student Sharon Whelahan stands in front of shared research project on campus health care.
Alicia Eddings (faculty advisor
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uniuersity update
AASU Alumnus Makes $500,000
Gift to Armstrong Atlantic
1
-Half-Million Dollar Gift Eli
gible for Match by Board of
Regents for $1 Million En
dowed Eminent Scholar
Chair in Economics

11
11

A. A

lift
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Who do you
know that
wants to take
history at
AASU?

SAVANNAH, GA- A gift from ness, serving as its secretary
tit
By Heather Whitley
Philip Solomons, Sr., class of
t
1938, will create an endowed
LMAv
*1
1
chair in Economics at Arm
En
7»S1
For the majority, when one thinks of a
strong Atlantic State University.
m \ iili WMm M history course the usual reaction is, "YUK! .
t
The $500,000 gift will be eli
However, there is a way to change the out
liSli*1*!
gible for a $500,000 match from
look by understanding that everything you
e
the Board of Regents, establish
touch, see, and come in contact with on a day
i
ing the $1 million chair. The
to day basis has so much history that it is un
0
Shirley and Philip Solomons
VUS.
HMtt
j believable. Questions such as how, why, who,
;t ||
Eminent Scholar Chair in Eco
what and when, are often unanswered until a
n
nomics is the first eminent
little research is done with hands on experi
..JHpiMv
h
scholar chair to be established at
ence or perhaps the awakening knowledge of
11
Armstrong Atlantic and repre Chamber of Commerce.
"The Endowed Eminent someone who lived through
sents the second largest donation
program in the history depart
Scholar
Chair in Economics is a wars, the depression or even Hendrix teaches history it seems
ever received by AASU.
as if one is actually there living ment and feels that it sets a very
As CEO of Solomons Com way for Shirley and me to con through the enlightenment. His
high standard in terms of course
the history as it is being told.
pany, a wholesale pharmaceuti tribute to the future of a com tory then becomes interesting
Hendrix has currently been requirements. He has made sev
cal distributor, Solomons led the munity that has meant so much even to those who think it truly
at AASU for four years and eral contributions to Armstrong
company through two acquisi to us and to an institution that is a bore.
which include: lectures in the
Dr. Christopher Hendrix teaches courses such as: histori
tions and tremendous growth, can continue to provide leaders
cal survey, Colonial and Revo Faculty Lecture Series entitled
prior to selling the company to and leadership to help assure who is an assistant professor of
(1) Moravians and (2) Piij-Point
history here at AASU, the pub lutionary America, Architectural Community, lie has also written
Cardinal Health in 1993. "The that future," says Solomons.
"An endowed chair enables lic history coordinator and the History, Vernacular Architec several papers and articles for
company's economic success
tural History and Historic Pres
has very much paralleled that of AASU to attract the best and graduate coordinator, truly en ervation. He chose to teach at the Inkwell concerning public
Savannah's," says Solomons, brightest faculty and produce the joys his job and finds it to be Armstrong because of public histoiy. The only changes that
"sharing the difficulties of wars, best educational experience for very rewarding. When one en history and because he felt that he feels need to be made here at
ters his class one may have the
Armstrong is that the faculty and
epidemics, and depression and our students," says John Gehrm
attitude that it is just another his there were very few colleges/ staff need to reach more students
II,
vice
president
for
university
also enjoying the growth and
tory class, but when one leaves universities that gave students and try to meet their needs ac
prosperity of the good years." advancement. Adds Grace Mar
his class, one leaves knowing a the opportunity to work hands cordingly. Maybe by offering a
In addition to running the tin, head of the social and behav
certain part of history as a story on in museums and with other bigger variety of course times
family business, Solomons has ioral sciences division, "this
that actually happened, and not historic agencies. Dr. Hendrix
and eventually by setting up a
been an active volunteer with the wonderfully generous gift will
as another lecture with dates that feels that we have a very well
help
AASU
for
generations
to
childcare
program.
Boy Scouts of America and
have to be memorized. When developed Bachelor's degree
come.
The
ch
air
will
greatly
fur
Congregation Mickve Israel. He
is a past member of the AASU ther the AASU goal of maintain
Foundation Board of directors ing a tradition of excellence and
and has served on the boards of our department goal of educat
Due (o the exceedingly high poiui direciives are worthy of broad aod sweeping taprovethe Savannah Rotary Club and ing students in the economic
ments over the past few years
the National Association of complexities of the region, the cost associated with national the certification award.
nation,
and
the
world.'
accreditation,
the
St
a
te
of
GeorThe
process
is
overseen
by
S
Wholesale Druggists. He served
e i a h a s endorsed a state certifithe Georgia Association of Lyons. When asked abou
cation program for law enforce- Chiefs of Police in conjunction departments undertaking of this
ment agencies which is a scaled with the Georgia Public Safety certification effort. Chief Lyons
i
® re cost effective mea- Training Center, and the Geor- was quoted as saying that he is
' h rh arcomolishes many gia Peace Officers Training and 'excited for the department to
of the'same goals and objectives. Council. The mandated direc- have the opportunity to pursue
io V
The Armstrong Atlantic tives cover every area of the de- state certification , eis appr
Sta JuniverThy Pohce Depart- partment; from research and de- ciative to the university and his
ment numbers itself among the velopment, to community on- supenors for having confidence
fc" departments of the over six ented policing to fully auto- »
-dfar
,n
hlS
ef
hundred law enforcement agen- mated management information &
'
.
«it[the cer- • ,
ronrnla tn cervices The program is clearly went on to say that, it[tnecer

AASU Police Department Seeks Certification

tr wW m
VAVf NV&Ufc MOKJty

seek Mtn^into Ae newly frople^ denned to raL the professionmented state certification pro- alism, capability, quality of serThe nroeram is designed vices, and image of the departgram. The program is
g
de
art
e
s
to ensure that P ^ ^ ^ °
A.A.S.U. P.D. has seen
meet it's stnngent one hundred
i ne /v/w
^J|wte^rF=n t>=d

tif,cation process] is going to
take a lot of hard work, but I am
optimistic that the department
wjq wjn the certification on the
first bid. I'm counting on it."

forwarded funnies
WHAT PROFESSORS * Don't write on the question
SAY AND WHAT THEY sheet
m 50 lazy' V*use ""V™5
REALLY MEAN
''
exams every lousy semester.
Whether you are a freshman or *
^ be Qn
a 70 year
old
student
for
life,
.
,
XT
J
...
• . .. Nap time!
T1
I m sure you will appreciate the
truth to these words.
* This paper needs some minor
revision.
I never actually got around to
reading this.

the test

WHY BAD THINGS
HAPPEN TO GOOD
PEOPLE

To remind good people that no
* Not much is known about... one is perfect.
I don't know anything about...
To offset the effects of random
* My office hours are by ap acts of kindness.
pointment only.
So Hollywood will have some
I like to get out of here early.
thing to write movies about.
* Bring the text to class.
I don't have a clue how to lec To keep insurance companies in
business.
ture—we'll just kill time with
group read-alongs.
So that whengood things happen
to bad people, no one will blame
* We'll be spending a fair
it on the unfairness of an uncar
amount of time on this impor
ing God.
tant concept.
This was my dissertation topic. Natural Selection deems that bad
* The tests will all be multiplechoice.
I take questions directlyfrom the
study guide and have grad
students do all my grading.

things must happen in order for
good people toevolve to the same
level as bad ones. Then when the
two reach equilibrium, the bad
people will kill themselves off and
only the good people will remain
to repopulate the earth.

* The final will be comprehen
So bad people won't feel leftout.
sive.
I'll expect you to recapitulate in
Alien implants cause good people
two hours everything
I couldn't fully cover myself in to attract bad karma and head lice.
15 weeks.
So Philosophers will have some
* This year I'll be scaling the thing to philosophize about.
grades.
Because a miracle wouldn't seem
I just passed tenure review.
like much of a miracle if it hap
* Well, that answer would be pened to a bad person during good
beyond the scope of this course. times.
I haven't a clue.

THE LAST WISH

* You w on't be able to sell the
text back to the bookstore.
My contract wasn't renewed
with the university

Two men, sentenced to die in the
electric chair on the same day, were
led down to the room in which they
would their maker. The priest had
given them last rites, the formal
* Please note the last day to speech had been given by the war
den, and a final prayer had been said
withdraw.
among the participants. The war
The midterm's gonna ruin you. den, turning to the first man, sol
emnly asked, "Son, do you have a
* Well, it was on the syllabus. last request?"
I'll hold you responsible for this
To which the man replied, "Yes sir,
even though I forgot about it I do. I love dance music.
myself.
Could you please play the Macarena
for me one last time?'
* Attendance is required and will
"Certainly," replied the warden. He
be counted in your grade.
I'm so boring that no one would turned to the other man and asked,
"Well, what about you, son? What
show up otherwise
is your final request?'
* Let's go over the exam.
Over half of you failed.

'Please," said the condemned man,
"kill me first"
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What's in a name? Do you
know what your name means?
By Radha Narayanan

Brian- strong
David- well-beloved, dear
Matthew- a reward
Anna- gracious, one who gives
Deborah- word, thing
Andrew- a strong man
Ruth- satisfied

Have you ever wondered
what a person's name means?
WHAT: a workshop for
Perhaps you have wondered
women promoting personal
about the meaning of your own
safety and self-defense
name. I have always been curi
ous
to know what names mean
WHEN: June 25-26
noon-2:00 P.M.
myself. After all, a person's
name is the most important piece ed.- There are all sorts of books
WHERE: Aquatic and
you can buy that list different
of information about them.
Recreation Center at AASU
(People are often judged by names and what they mean, but
the sound of their name. Some if you really want to have fun
COST: free and open tothe
names seem to fit some people with someone, type their name
public
and others do not. People even into your computer and then try
CONTACT: 921-5555
judge how old, intelligent or at spell check. These are a few of
tractive you might be by the the alternative spellings of
Wear comfortable clothes.
sound of your name. What do names that our computer came
Presented by the AASU
you think of when you hear the up with:
Public Safety Crime
names Heather, Doris, or Alex
Prevention Bureau.
andria; how about Luke, Albert- Alert, Hilbert, Abort
Suzanne- Osazone, Sasine, Sizing
Dwayne, and Maximillian?]
Here are some meanings of Ashley- Hassle, Easily, Assail
Ed and Friends Patriotic names with a biblical origin Julia- Jail, July, Jelly
Annual Concert
taken off the web site (http:// Beverly- Believer, Beaver, Belfry
w w w . m e n f a k . n o / b i b e l / Radha- Raja, Radio
Dion- Don, Din, Down, Dine
WHAT: an afternoon of patri navn.html)
LeRoy- Larry, Leery, Lory
otic music with Ed and
Whitney- Whiten, Whetting
Diana- perfect, luminous
Friends featuring the Savan
Corrine- Carrion
nah All-Star Band and guest Rachel- sheep
Doug- Dog, Drug, Dug, Doubt
Aarona
teacher
narrator Tom Coffey
Kate- Date, Late, Kite, Kat
Mark- polite, shining
ShawnShown, Shin, Shun
Danieljudgement
of
God
WHEN: Sunday, June 29
Alexander- one who assists men Lucy- Luck, Lazy, Lousy
3:30 P.M.
Vivian- Villain, Avian, Violin
Rhoda- a rose
ReginaldRegain, Realigned
Maryrebellion
WHERE: Fine Arts
MartyParty,
Mart, Mirky
Asa- physician
Auditorium

AASU
COST: $5 admission ben
efits the Band Scholarship
Fund
CONTACT: 927-5325

Dwellings
WHAT: an art exhibit of sculp
ture and painting by John
Mitchell titled D wellings

Classifieds
FOR SALE
For Sale-Silver Reed Type
writer, good condition, Royal
Typewriter, excellent condi
tion- $50 each. Twin Bed Com
plete- Excellent condition- $50.
Call 925-4728.

Place your ad here!-For
$7.50 per column inch (20-25
words) FREE bold heading!
Call 927-5351 to place your
ad TODAY!! Sell your books,
your car, rent a room, say
hello to a friend. We're here
for you.

EXTRA INCOME 97

exhibit open: July 7-18
reception: Monday, July 7th
from 5:00-7:00 P.M.
gallery talk: Mon. July 7,
at 5:00 P.M.

Earn $200- $500 weekly mail
ing travel brochures. For more
information send a self-adressed
stamped envelope to: Seabreeze
Travel, P.O. Box 0188, Miami,
FL 33261.

WHERE: Fine Arts Gallery
AASU

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SALE

COST:

free and open to
the public

CONTACT:

927-5325

Sponsored by the Visual and
Performing Arts Committee

Yearn 2 Learn program for Macintosh system 6.0.7
or higher. Snoopy and the Peanuts gang invite chil
dren ages 3-10 to join them in five great activities as
they learn and practive math, geography, reading,
coloring and fun. Originally $49.95. Will sell for $20.
Contact Al Harris, 9 27-5300.

AASU Invades Grayson Stadium
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By J. Dion Couch
Armstrong Night Out at the
Sand Gnats proved to be a big
success. A crowd of 1900 (sev
eral hundred of which were
AASU affiliated) watched the
Sand Gnats fall to the Macon
Braves 3-2. But the game was
only part of the reason we were
there. It was party time! Eric
Culberson and the Erok Band
provided bluesy tunes from the
upstairs lounge while "Harley"
entertained as only he can (see
photos).
Co-Homecoming Queen
Latisa Kennedy threw out the
first pitch (not very well mind
you) and Harley blew a big fire
ball after the National Anthem
to get things started.
Several "Armstrongers"
proudly wore AASU shirts (ex
cept student Marie XXXXX
who was working and had to
wear her Dodger's uniform
shirt). A good time was had by
all who attended and the Cam
pus Union Board will try to add
even more entertainment for
next year's night out!

Sideshow Guy Harley rides unicycle around Sand Gant bases
while successfully escaping from
a straight jacket. A skill that
might come in handy one day...?

Armstrong State Students (front row: Mike Partridge, Jim Hall. Back row: Bryce
Micklee, Cindi Achat, Jesse Hamm) enjoy a night out at the park at Grayson Stadium.

And blow... Nothing to it right? And you thought
the Nacho sauce for the tortilla chips was hot....
Eric Culberson of EROC

Fill mouth with alcohol; swallow
hot coals;

From right to left, Harley pre
pares to blow tire after the Na
tional Anthem. First look to make
sure there's no one standing be
hind you;

The R.O.A.R. Tour
Giveaway
Win a pair of tickets to the July 1st concert
at the Historic Savannah Roundhouse fea
turing
SPONGE NIXONS REV. HORTON HEAT
BLOODHOUND GANG SEVEN DUST
TREADMILL TRACKSTAR
CATFISH, AND MORE!!!
One entry per person- defy this & we trash it!
Leave entry at Student Activities.
Name:
Address:

He's a Weird and Freakv Guv "Harley" lies on a bed of nails as AASU staffers and
ulfc M
fornaib...Watch that heel in the groin Kev,„...

Phone:
Drawing to be held Friday June 27th Noon

the back page
Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Avoid the social scene this week as
the stars ate not in favor of it. Instead,
tend to your personal interests. A sit
uation concerning a child is upper
most on your mind. Avoid an unpre
dictable friend this weekend.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Something you set out to do this week
is more difficult than you'd anticipat
ed. It's best to seek the advice of a
professional who can help. While out
and about this weekend, don't neglect
your rest.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
You're caught up with extra responsi
bilities on the home front this week.
Reconsider something that you've
planned for your career. What seems
to be a harmless expenditure this
weekend easily adds up.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You're in no mood to socialize this
week due to the thoughtless actions of
a friend. The answers you need about
a work concern aren't easily forth
coming. Divert your attention else
where.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Those
around you are trying to tell you
something this week, but you're too
wrapped up with your own thoughts.
Pay attention! You've been missing
out on valuable advice.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) A matter at a distance is not
resolved to your satisfaction this
week. However, in romance, you just
can't lose. Avoid a tendency to brood
and worry during the latter part of the
week.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Your powers of concentration are
poor this week, and you have a ten
dency to lose things. Shopping isn't
favored, since you could misplace a
credit card. Unexpected news comes
your way this weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23 to

November 21) You're saying one
thing and your significant other is
hearing something else — which
leads to frustration on both sides. It's
not a good week to seek feedback for
your ideas. Communicative skills are
not at their best.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) You're shutting people
out because you're preoccupied with
a situation that you can't change. If
you do not move on, you risk alienat
ing loved ones.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) You're concerned about
finances, but don't let that ruin your
whole week. If you approach your
problem sensibly and work things out
on paper, you'll achieve the desired
results.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You are hit with extra
projects at work and find yourself
putting in extra hours to the neglect of
domestic concerns. Family members
pitch in. Revise weekend social
plans.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) A c o-worker isn't pulling his or
her weight, and you find yourself
making up the slack. Straighten
things out by having a heart-to-heart
chat with your associate.
© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Fleeting trace
5 Some
Europeans
10 Stitches
14 Poker stake
15 Of bi rds
16 Adored one
17 Look over
18 Light wash
19 Mud
20 Tired looking
22 Lured
24 Avail
25 Danger
26 Log book
30 Simmered
34 Beasts of
burden
35 In addit ion
36 Cause to
deteriorate
37 Grown boys
38 Not as harsh
41 Coq au —
42 Self-respect
44 Poetic word
45 Religious group
46 Guides
48 Snakes
50 Sting
52 Lubricate
53 Tactful
maneuvering
56 Changed
60 At any time
61 Tangle
63 Grotto
64 Sour
65 Uncanny
66 Corner
67 Son of Seth
68 Certain
European
69 Transmit
DOWN
1 Launder
2 Native of Pe ru
3 Male deer
4 Cold weather
bird
5 Hair clasp
6 Enthusiastic
7 — Yutang
8 Small bite
9 Jibes

1

2

3

14
17
20

4

5

7

6

28

34

16

18

19

22

••

50

60
64

55

13

31

32

33

58

59

35

47

54

12

25

46

53

11

23

29

43

42

10
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37

>

15

21

27

9

*

24

26

8

1
51

•

67

39

•

H|52
56

45 Makes a choice
47 Talks back
49 Hole

57

|
S3
SS

65
68

*
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10 Not as
complicated
11 Ready for
publication
12 Had on
13 Luge
21 Donkey
23 Bishop's
headdress
25 Fight against
26 Frolics
27 Use, as energy
28 Supernatural
creature
29 Period of time
31 Like cloth
32 Decree
33 Small
imperfections
38 Bacteria
39 Civil War hero
40 Matriculant
43 Places with

41

49

48

62

61

•

40

44

69
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51 Begin again
53 Honor
54 The Terrible"
55 Pianist Peter
56 Saharan

57 Unusual
58 Parallel
59 Transfer
document
62 Have being

3
X
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N
O
8
H
S
V
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